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 Once the vegetation density is configured, Forest Pack is much more efficient than a similar-looking technique. In this tutorial I will show you how to configure a forest environment using Forest Pack. Introduction Ever since I played Super Mario 64, I have been fascinated by creating Mario-like world. If you play Super Mario 64 (or Mario 64), there is one thing you notice right away: the
background consists of an endless plain, with some bushes on the sides. One of the most well-known techniques to create such a background is to use “Mountain pack” or “Mountain and hill” (Lazy Game). Lazy Game allows you to configure any number of mountains (and hills) that will automatically create terrain. Forest Pack is a similar tool that allows you to create a forest environment. Instead of
hills, it uses vegetation. This post will show you how to use Forest Pack to create a forest environment. Forest Pack Tutorial To start Forest Pack, you have to first open the scene. In this tutorial, I am using another editor that I’ve been using for a long time: 3ds Max. To do so, you need to navigate to the 3ds Max directory, open forest.max and then start the 3ds Max application. For the scene I’ll be

using a rectangular environment. Once the scene is loaded in 3ds Max, open forest pack and press OK. This opens the Forest Pack plugin. At the bottom you can see the Object Mode, which represents the forest environment. Here, we can select a preset. I am using the preset “dry_mountain”. For this tutorial, I won’t be using the preset. I’ll show you how to create a forest environment from scratch. To
create the forest environment, you have to first select a “seed”. This means that you have to select a piece of terrain that you can use to recreate the whole forest environment. In this tutorial, I’ll be using a height map. For this tutorial, I’m using a height map from helloworld.net. When you select the height map, Forest Pack will automatically render a terrain like the one shown below. To make the

terrain look a bit more realistic, you have to add some vegetation to it. To do so, you need to select 82157476af
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